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•  Highly accurate, this sensor is ideal for part confirmation/mid-stroke 
detection for any size gripper.

• Easy single button programming.
•  Ideal for applications where space is limited and multiple output signals 

are needed.
• For Gimatic C shaped sensor slots and fixed in place with set screw.
•  Each output can be independently configured to Normally Open or 

Normally Closed and is clearly identified by LEDs.
•  Wide +/- 30mm sensing range (relative to the magnet and the sensor).
•  Adaptor cable #7527 is available for splitting the single 8-pin M8 

connector into 3x3-pin M8 connectors.

PRO SS...

Gimatic PRO-SS and PRO-SN sensors are digital magnetoresistive sensors with up to 
3 programmable output signals, for example: gripper fully open, gripper fully closed, 
and part gripped. 

Configuring the outputs is achieved through a simple one-button interface. It 
includes a TEACH button and various LED lights, one for power and one for each 
output signal: 1, 2, and 3. For more details on programming, see the Programming 
Procedure on following pages.

There are two main sensors styles: the SS-style which has a straight sensor shape 
and the SN-style which has a 90° cable relief.  Your preference will probably depend 
on your physical gripper setup. Both styles are available in PNP or NPN signal-type.

Programmable Magnetic Sensors for C-Slots

Quick# Part# Signal Style Description Price

7521 PRO-SS4N225G PNP

Straight

12/24 Vdc, 0.2 A, 2.5m long leads
$67.00

7522 PRO-SS4M225G NPN $67.00

7525 PRO-SS3N215G PNP
12/24 Vdc, 0.2 A, 1.5m long with M8 8-pin Connector

$88.00

7625 PRO-SS3M215G NPN $88.00

7523 PRO-SN4N225G PNP

90°

12/24 Vdc, 0.2 A, 2.5m long leads
$67.00

7524 PRO-SN4M225G NPN $67.00

7526 PRO-SN3N215G PNP
12/24 Vdc, 0.2 A, 1.5m long with M8 8-pin Connector

$88.00

7626 PRO-SN3M215G NPN $88.00

PRO SN...

Y  Extension  Cable

Quick# Part# Description Price

7527 CFGM8CMGM8X3Y 1x  8-Pin  Female,  3x   3-Pin  Male, 0.3m long $54.00

This Y Extension cable can be used in combination with either Gimatic PRO-
SS or PRO-SN and modular SBM sensor boxes.  M8 8-pin female connector 
inlet (only 5 pin connected), outlet with three M8 3-pin male connectors.

PRO Sensor Mounting Bracket 

Quick# Part#  Price

7650 PRO-SPB $4.99

Includes: 2x M5x12 Flat head Socket Head Screws, and 
2x Q#7115 Drop-In Channel Nuts
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PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE 

1.Applying supply voltage
Check the integrity of the sensing head and of the remote
teaching box. Power up the sensor by connecting the Brown
(+Vcc) and Blue (Gnd) conductors to the external power
supply source. If the power supply is correct, the PWR green
LED will light up.
2.Inserting the sensing head into the C-slot
Insert axially into the C-slot the sensing head of the sensor.
The ideal position of the sensitive head is in the middle of
the stroke of the magnet embedded inside the actuator.
The sensor itself can be used to find this position by manually
making some movements of the actuator once the sensor
has entered the teaching mode (please refer to step 3).

Once the correct position has been identified, lock the 
position of the sensitive head using a screwdriver (max 
locking torque 0.1 Nm).  

3.Entering the teaching mode
To enter the teaching mode, press and hold the TEACH
button for at least 5 seconds. All the 3 outputs LEDs will start
blinking. Release the TEACH button, only LED1 (output 1,
black conductor) will blink, LED2 (output 2, white conductor)
and LED3 (output 3, grey conductor) will turn off. Now it’s
possible to configure and program output 1.

The blinking frequency depends on the magnetic flux density 
detected by the sensor: 1 Hz for a proper functioning or 2 Hz 
in case of a not sufficient magnetic field strength (as moving 
the sensitive head in free air). 

Move manually the actuator for some cycle and check that 
the LED of the output always blink at 1 Hz. In case of some 
blinking at 2 Hz, consider the change of the sensing head 
position (please refer to step 2) or not to use the sensor in 
this configuration of the actuator (it’s not possible to 
program any output for positions with not sufficient 
magnetic field). 
4.Selecting the output to configure
The active blinking LED represents the output selected for
configuration (in terms of type N.O. or N.C.) or programmed
(in terms of memorization of the switching position).

Only LED of output 1 is initially active and flashing. Press and 
quickly release the TEACH button (within 1 second) to select 
output 2. Repeat the same procedure to configure output 3 
and eventually press the TEACH button once more to exit the 
teaching mode.  
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1.Applying Supply Voltage
Power the sensor by connecting the voltage (Brown) and ground (Blue) wires to your power source 
(6-30 VDC). When connected correctly, the green PWR LED will illuminate. At this point, it is also 
suggested to power your actuator (pneumatic, electric, etc.) for simple and accurate positioning. In 
some cases, you may be able to actuate manually, though accuracy of actuator position may be affected.

2.Inserting the Sensing Head into the C-slot
To install the sensor, simply slide it into the sensor slot of your actuator and locate it in the approximate 
middle of the length of the sensor slot. Tighten the sensor’s set screw using a small flathead screwdriver 
just tight enough to keep it in place temporarily (you may have to adjust the location of the sensor in 
future steps to find the optimal sensing location, Step 3).

3.Entering Teaching Mode and Optimizing Sensor Location
To enter Teach Mode, press and hold the TEACH button for at least 5 seconds, then release the 
button. All 3 output signal LEDs will begin blinking after holding the button for 5 seconds. Then when 
released, only LED 1 (Output 1) will continue to blink. With LED 1 blinking, the Teach Pendant is now 
in Teach Mode.

Once in Teach Mode, it’s best to confirm the sensor is optimally located along the length of the sensor 
slot. To check the sensor location, cycle the component through its complete range of motion from 
fully open to fully closed. While cycling, monitor the blinking frequency of LED 1.

When the sensor is properly located, LED 1 blinks at 1Hz throughout the entire stroke of the actuator. 
If LED 1 blinks at 2Hz in a given actuator position, adjust the sensor location until it flashes at 1Hz in 
that actuator position. Then continue to cycle and relocate the sensor until LED 1 blinks steadily at 
1Hz throughout the entire stroke. This blinking frequency indicates the magnetic flux density detected 
by the sensor.

To adjust the location of the sensor, loosen the set screw just enough to allow movement. Then slide 
the sensor back and forth in the sensor slot until the LED blinks steadily at 1Hz throughout the stroke 
of the actuator. Once an optimal location is found, tighten the sensor down in place, and cycle the 
actuator a few more times to confirm the location is correct.

Press ≥ 5s

1 Hz

2 Hz





4.Selecting the Output to Configure
While the Teach Pendant is in Teach Mode, the actively blinking LED represents the 
Output which is selected to be configured. Initially, only LED 1 (Output 1) is actively 
flashing. To select Output 2, press and quickly release the TEACH button (holding for 
less than 1 second). LED 2 (Output 2) should begin blinking. Repeat the same procedure 
to select Output 3. Finally, repeat this procedure one more time to exit Teach Mode. 

5. Configuring and Programming Outputs
To change the output type (NO or NC) of Output 1, 2, 
or 3, first ensure the sensor is in Teach Mode (Step 
3). Then select the desired output to be changed, 
ensuring the corresponding LED is blinking (Step 
4). Next press and hold the TEACH button, releasing 
after 1.5 to 3 seconds when the light changes color 
from amber (Normally Open) to green (Normally 
Closed), or vice versa.

Once the desired output type is selected, the output 
is ready for programming. Ensure the desired 
output to program is blinking (in Teach mode), 
then press and hold the TEACH button, releasing 
after more than 3 seconds. At this point, the LED 
of the just programmed output remains on (stops 
blinking) in the color representing the output type 
selected, and the next output’s LED will begin 
blinking automatically. Continue configuring and/or 
programming the remaining outputs as necessary.

Press & Release 
to select output

1 Hz
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5.Configuring and programming the selected output
With an output selected and the LED blinking at 1 Hz, press
and hold the TEACH button for more than 1.5 seconds to
change the logic of the output from N.O. (amber colour) to
N.C. (green colour) and vice versa. The new setting is
memorized only if the TEACH button is released within 3
seconds otherwise the original logic is restored (and
consequently the LED will turn back to the original colour)
and a new switching position is memorized (the LED will be
lit stably in case of a successful memorization).

Once a new switching position has been successfully 
memorized, the next output will be automatically selected 
for configuration. When all 3 outputs have been configured, 
a single press of the TEACH button allows the user to exit the 
teaching mode. 

Only one setting at a time is possible. In case both a new 
output type and a new switching position must be set, step 
5 has to be performed twice. 

 

NOTE - Status of LEDs during teaching operation 
Once a new output has been selected as the active one, the 
LED of the previous output remains active to indicate the 
action performed: a fixed light in case of a successful 
switching point memorization, a flashing light otherwise.  
In any case the colour of output LEDs represents the logic 
configured per a single output:  amber colour for N.O. and 
green colour for N.C. 

Please refer to the picture on the right showing two 
examples of the teaching procedure on output 1. 

Example 1: shows the LEDs status after the memorization of 
a new switching position for output 1 maintaining the initial 
output type (N.O.) 

Example 2: shows the LED status of output 1 after a change 
of output type from the initial N.O. type to the final N.C. type 
and the memorization of a new switching position. 
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6. Programming Sensor for 3 Gripper Positions 
To configure the 3 outputs, begin in Teach Mode (Step 3). For this example, we will set outputs for a parallel gripper at the following positions: Fully Open, 
Mid-stroke, and Fully Closed outputting Normally Open signal types.

Output 1 - Fully Open: First confirm LED 1 is blinking amber (NO), indicating Output 1 is ready to program, and in the correct output type mode (if necessary, 
see step 5 to switch output type). Next move the position of the gripper fingers to fully open. Press and hold the TEACH button for at least 3 seconds, until 
LED 1 stops blinking, then release the TEACH button. At this point LED 2 will automatically begin blinking and LED 1 will remain ON (no longer blinking). 
Output 1 has been programmed.  NOTE: Output 1 signal wire is BLACK (free leads) or PIN 4 (M8 connector)

Output 2 - Mid-stroke: Confirm LED 2 is blinking, indicating Output 2 is ready to teach. Place your part between the fingers of the gripper and move the 
fingers into the gripping position. Now program Output 2 for this mid-stroke position by pressing the TEACH button for at least 3 seconds, until LED 2 
stops blinking. Then release the TEACH button. LED 3 will automatically begin blinking and LED’s 1 & 2 will remain ON (no longer blinking). Output 2 has 
been programmed.  NOTE: Output 2 signal wire color is WHITE (free leads) or PIN 2 (M8 connector version)

Output 3 - Fully Closed: Confirm LED 3 is blinking, indicating Output 3 is ready to teach. Move the fingers into the fully closed position. Press and hold the 
TEACH button for at least 3 seconds, until LED 3 stops blinking. Then release the TEACH button. LED’s 1, 2, & 3 remain ON (no longer blinking). Output 3 
has been programmed.  NOTE: Output 3 signal wire color is GREY (free leads) or PIN 5 (M8 connector version)

Exit Teach Mode by pressing and quickly releasing the TEACH button. The sensor is now configured for use in your application! LED’s will now turn ON 
corresponding with the position of the gripper fingers, and send the requisite signal.

Programming Procedure (continued)

Output 1 - Gripper Open: Output 2 -   Gripper Mid-Stroke:  (Part Gripped) Output 3 - Gripper Closed: (Part Missed)


